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trade and portions of violins or completed

ones. The old man sits with one of his

beloved instruments on his knee, studying it

meditatively, his right hand to his face. Our

half-tone reproduction represents well indeed

the vast amount of detail in the wood picture.

" The Old Violin Maker " contains between

700 and 800 pieces of wood from India,

China, Africa, South America, the United

States, and the Philippines. The tiny picture

which can be discerned on the wall just

beyond the violin - maker shows an actual

castle on the Philippine Island of Mindanino,

and is composed of but a single piece of

wood, save one tiny part of the castle which

was inserted to cover a worm-hole. About

twenty-five different kinds of wood are used

in the picture of " The Old Violin Maker,"

and Mr. Larrabee has been working upon it

for many months.

XXXII.â��"COASTING/

By John L.

The most exhilarating sport for the youths,

and one of the oddest sights in Southern

California, is coasting. Imagine a lot of bare-

foot boys and girls, in the scantiest summer

attire, sliding down long slopes where not a

flake of snow has ever been known to fall,

and you have the strange picture before

you. This sledding, with the thermometer

registering ioodeg. in the shade and a mid-

summer sun beating down upon the semi-

tropical land, is beyond a doubt the most

unique ever attempted. This is the first

time it has ever been done, so far as known,

and it all came about through the discovery

of a lad with a penchant for doing some-

thing out of the ordinary. He learned that
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snow isn't the only thing that makes the hills

slippery, and as a result the people of Los

Angeles enjoy a winter sport where winter

never comes and where no wraps are needed

to keep the biting frost from nipping off

their precious ears and noses.

After the spring rains the Southern Cali-

fornia mountains and hills are thickly covered

with weeds and grasses, which die and dry

in the summer heat, leaving a brown coating

so thick that it remains until the following

season. While playing on a hill the inquisi-

tive boy found the dead wild mustard so slick

that he could scarcely walk over it. Instinct

suggested that he get a board and take a

slide, and he did. Others took a hand,

A GENERAL VIEW OF THE COASTING HILL.
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SOME WONDERS FROM THE WEST.
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READY TO START.

evolution brought the sled, and now hundreds

go coasting every day. A smooth slope a

quarter of a mile long, where the accom-

panying photographs were taken on the 4th

of July, is the

favourite slide, but

there are many

others.

The spectacle of

half a hundred

yelling boys and

shrieking girls

shooting down the

hill at lightning-

express speed, land-

ing in heaps at the

end of the run, and

trudging back and

pulling their sleds,

is very interesting.

There are exciting

races, thrilling

tumbles, and hair-

breadth escapes

when obstructions

chance in the way,

and all the incidents

except the snow and

ice and cold of the

north enliven this

glideway. At the

steeper places the

sleds go so

fast that

brakes are

necessary to

keep the

young sters

from flying

off at a tan-

gent into

kingdom

come. Only

a boy can

handle the

brake, and a

novice issure

to pull the

lever at the

wrong time

and wind up

with a disas-

ter. A young

lady who

made the

mistake of

handling the

brake went

through a

performance that would have shamed an

acrobat just after these pictures were taken.

Before she was through a dozen sleds and

their occupants were piled on top of her.
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